In the Storms of Life - Garth in concert!
Five live concerts this
autumn!
Click the date for more details
September 10th - Eastbourne
October 9th - London - Amos Day
will end with an hour concert from
Garth
November 11th - Cheadle,
Manchester
November 13th - Crosby, Liverpool
November 27th - Rusper, West
Sussex

The concert in Liverpool will be live-streamed - we are aware that the July concert
livestream wasn't the best quality and we apologise for that, Liverpool will be much
improved! We'll send round details of how to get online for that nearer the time

Two little prophetic thoughts
...challenging our society on how we live with our neighbours

Gordon Brown has accused the EU
of adopting a “neocolonial
approach” to the supply of Covid-19
vaccines and demanded rich western
nations relinquish their stranglehold on
pandemic treatments.
He noted that 50% of the adult
population in Europe, the UK and the

Gordon Brown - you can tell his dad was a preacher!

US had been fully vaccinated, while the
figure for Africa was only 1.8%.
“We must keep reminding ourselves of the reason for ensuring the mass vaccination
of the entire world,” he said. “No one is safe anywhere until everyone is safe
everywhere, and everyone will live in fear until nobody does.”
You can read the full article in The Guardian here
Here's a voice from Lutheran Pastor Mitri Raheb in Bethlehem, from right at the
start of the pandemic, saying something similar to Gordon Brown "We are all in it
together"
"One important insight into coronavirus is that we are all in it together. There's no
difference between a Chinese, an Italian, a Palestinian, a German, an Israeli or an
American. The whole world is one big village. Some countries might be better
prepared than others, some people more aware than others, but at the end of the day
we are all equal. Walls don't work, borders don't help, only close cooperation to
build a common future can make a difference."

Our second prophetic thought is this alarming little message from MP Jon
Trickett - another cry for equality.

Prayer
Here's a prayer which is part of the lyrics of a song from the forthcoming 'Easter
Revolution' album - the song is called 'Forgiveness for Humanity'

Loving God - can we have forgiveness for humanity
Can you forgive the whole human race

Can you help us start again, with a new kind of spirit
So peace, love and mercy become the human way
So justice and equality become the human way
So a lifestyle of love becomes the human way
So care for the planet becomes the human way
Give us a new spirit - a spirit of hope
Give us a new way that’s making us whole
May we treat all with justice and with equality
So loving our neighbour becomes the human way
And loving our planet becomes the natural way
Amen
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